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LIE SIMPLICITY OF A SPECIAL CLASS OF
ASSOCIATIVE RINGS1

WILLARD E. BAXTER

Given an associative ring A, by introducing a new multiplication

we can form from it a new ring called the Lie ring of A. This multipli-

cation is defined by [a, b] =ab—ba for all a, bEA. If U is an additive

subgroup of A and if for arbitrary tí £ U, aEA ,ua—auEU, then U is

said to be a Lie ideal of A. If X, Y are additive subgroups of A then

by [X, Y] we mean the additive subgroup generated by all the ele-

ments xy—yx, where xEX, y£ Y. An additive subgroup Uof [.4, A ]

is said to be a proper Lie ideal of [.4, A] if £/>= [.4, .4] and if [U,

[A,A]]EU.
In [4], Herstein proved that if A is a simple ring of characteristic

not 2 or 3, and if U is a proper Lie ideal of [A, A ], then U is contained

in Z, the center of A. In this paper we settle the question in the open

case where A is a simple ring of characteristic 2 or 3. The above theo-

rem becomes sharpened to:

Theorem 1. If A is a simple ring and if U is a proper Lie ideal of

[A, A], then U is contained in the center of A, except for the case where

A is of characteristic 2 and 4 dimensional over its center, afield of char-

acteristic 2.

Presented to the Society, October 22, 1955; received by the editors September 26,

1955.
1 The results of this paper will comprise the beginning portion of a thesis, which

will be presented to the Faculty of the Graduate School of the University of Pennsyl-

vania in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
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We settle each of the cases, characteristic 2 and characteristic 3,

separately.

Lemma 1. If A is a simple ring of characteristic 2, and if U is a Lie

ideal of [A, A] such that [U, U]EZ, the center of A, then UE Z except
in the case that A is a simple algebra of dimension 4 over its center.

Proof. If aEU; aEZ and j;GUM] then ax+xa EU since U is a
Lie ideal of [A, A]. By assumption, [U, U]EZ and so a(ax+xa)

+ (ax+xa)aEZ; that is, a2x+xa2EZ for all xG[-4, A]. Now, let

T= {tEA\ [t, [A, A]]EZ}. We note that a2ET. We claim that T

is a Lie ideal of A. For if tET, xEA, yE[A, A] then

(tx + xt)y + y(tx + xt) = {t(xy + yx) + (xy + yx)t}

+ {x(ty + yt) + (ty + yt)x}.

Since xy+yxE [A, A} then t(xy+yx) + (xy+yx)tEZ ; also since tET,

yG[^4, A] then ty+ytEZ whence x(¿y+y¿) + (¿y+y/)x = 0. Thus

[/x+x/, [.4, A]]EZ and tx+xtET. So F is a Lie ideal of A, conse-

quently, by a result of Herstein [2], except where A is the exceptional

case noted in the statement of the theorem, TEZ or FD [A, A]. In

either case this places a2 in the center. If, on the one hand, TEZ,

then since a2ET, a2EZ results. If, on the other hand, TZ)[A, A],

then the fact that a G UE [A, A] forces [a, [A, A ] ] EZ; in particular

c = a(ax+xa) + (ax+xa)a is in Z for all xEA. Substituting ax for x

in this we obtain acEZ. Since the center of a simple ring is a field, if

C9£0, then c~lEZ and thus a = ac-c_1EZ which is a contradiction.

This forces c = 0. That is, a(ax+xa) = (ax+xa)a, which implies that

a2x = xa2 for all xG^4. Thus a2EZ. If aEUC\Z, of course, a2EZ.

Hence for all aEU, a2EZ.

If aE U, x, yEA then a(xy+yx) + (xy+yx)aE U. In this relation,

replace y by ax and remembering that a2EZ we obtain

(ax + xa)2 E U for all x G A

and so by the above discussion

(ax + xa)4 G Z for all x E A.

From this point the proof follows the same pattern as in the paper

of Herstein [2 ] with only minor changes.

We note that should Z = (0), then a2 = 0 and also (ax+xa)4 = 0

for all xG^4. This forces (ax)5 = 0 for all xEA; that is, aA is a nil-

right ideal of bounded index 5, which is impossible (cf. Herstein [2,

proof of Theorem 2]) in a simple ring.

Thus, we can assume that Z¿¿(0) and likewise, suppose a2j¿0 for
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some aEU. Since Z is a field of characteristic 2 and nontrivial, A is a

primitive ring, consequently, it is a dense ring of linear transforma-

tions acting on a vector space V over a division ring D. We wish to

show that F is 2 dimensional over D and that D = Z. This leads to

establishing our theorem.

By extending the center we may, without loss of generality, assume

that there exist an aEU, aEZ such that a2 = 1 and (ax+xa)iEZ for

allxEA. (cf. Herstein [2].) Since (o + l)2 = 0and a+l¿¿0,A has zero

divisors and so is not a division ring; being primitive it is a dense ring

of linear transformations acting on a vector space V over a division

ring D.

Almost as in Herstein [2 ], it follows that V is exactly 2 dimensional

over D and that A is exactly the totality of all 2 X2 matrices over D.

All that remains to show is that D=Z, or in other words, that D is

commutative.

We know that there exists a in A, a not in Z, such that a2 is the

identity matrix and (ax+xaY is in Z for all x in A. Let

a,ß,y, SED. Then

-CO-

-a
which yields the following identities:

a2 + ßy = 1 ;    aß + ßo = 0;    7a + ôy = 0;    -yjS 4" ô2 = 1.

Suppose that ß = 0. The identities above reduce to a2 = l, ô2 = l,

and so a = 8 = l, since D is a division ring of characteristic 2. Thus,

-CD
Since (ax+xaYEZ for all xEA, then in partidular this is true for

/0 A
x = [        11 where r ED.

\0 0/

But

Ay   o\
(ax + xa) = f ) >

\0    7r/

and therefore
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(ax + xa)1
/(riY    0  \

\  0    (yr)*)

is in Z. This implies that (ry)* is in Z for all rED. H y 9*0, then ry

runs through all elements of D as r does, thus s*EZ lor all sED. But

then D is purely inseparable over its center which contradicts the

fact that a noncommutative division ring contains at least one ele-

ment which is separable over its center (Jacobson [5, Lemma 2]).

Consequently D = Z and our argument would be complete. So we sup-

pose that 7=0, then

-CD
which places a in Z contrary to assumption.

If 7=0 then

and if one lets

-CO

-CO
the above argument carries through to show D=Z.

Now, suppose neither ß nor y are zero. Thus,

~\7 «/

and letting

/«r1 + ß-1 1\ /j8     ß    \

\    sß-1       l)' ' \S 1 + S   )'

then tat'1 is of form

c:>
Now, if b = tat-\ then b*EZ, bQZ, and (bx+xb)*EZ for all xG-4.
Also

-ob
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so by the above, iiD^Z then 6 = 1, and so a = 1 contrary to assump-

tion. So if U<X.Z, D — Z, and so A is the set of all 2 X2 matrices over

Z, a field of characteristic 2, proving the lemma.

In [4], Herstein proved the following:

Lemma 2. If A is a simple ring of characteristic not 2, and if U is a

Lie ideal of [A, A]; U*[A, A] then U™=[[[U, U], [U, U]],
[[U, U], [U, £/]]] = (0).

Although the condition that A not have characteristic 2 is imposed

in the statement of his theorem, nowhere in his proof did Herstein

make use of this fact. Thus by the proof in [4], Lemma 2 is true even

when the characteristic is 2 and we shall use it in that case. The proof

of Theorem 1 in the case of characteristic 2 follows.

Let U be a proper Lie ideal of [A, A ], then by Lemma 2, ¿7(3) = (0).

However, by definition, Í7(8)= [í7(2), £/(2>] and so by Lemma 1,

U^EZ. U™=[[U, U], [U, Z7]] and hence again by Lemma 1,

[U, U]EZ; and thus in the same manner UEZ, which is to be

proved.

We now settle the case of characteristic 3. The argument follows

that used by Herstein in [3].

Lemma 3. If A is a simple ring of characteristic 3 and U is Lie ideal

of [A, A] such that [U, U]C.Z, the center of A, then UEZ.

Proof. Following the argument used in case 2 of Theorem 2 of

Herstein [3 ], we can show that if a and 6 are in U and a6 is also in

U and if [a, c7]^0,then [6, 17] =0. However, the set T= {tEU\ [t, U]

= 0} is a Lie ideal of [A, A ]; TE Uand thus [T, T] =0. Therefore, by

Herstein [4], TEZ. Since bET we have 6£Z. Suppose now that

aEU, aE:Z. For any x£.4, b = a(ax—xa) — (ax—xa)aEU since Uis

a Lie ideal of [A, A ]. In this, replace x by ax and we get that a&£ U.

Thus, by our previous discussion since a, 6 £ U, a EZ, and ab EU then

6£Z. Thus b = a(ax—xa) — (ax—xa)a is in Z for all x£.4. Replace

in this x by ax and we see that a6£Z. Now, since 6£Z if 6^0 then

since Z is a field, 6-1£Z thus giving aEZ for all aEU which is the

desired result. Thus, 6 = 0; that is, 0 = o(ax—xa) — (ax—xa)a for all

x£.4. If [U, U] =0 then the lemma follows from the results of Her-

stein [4] ; thus we assume that there exist an aE U, uE U such that

au—way^O. In the above relation, a(ax—xa) — (ax—xa)a = 0 replace

x by «x. We then obtain

a(aux — uxa) = (aux — uxa)a.

That is: a{(au — ua)x+u(ax—xa)}   =   {(au—ua)x+u(ax— xa)}a.
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Since a commutes with ax—xa and au—uaEZ this relation yields

2(au—ua)(ax—xa) =0. Since 2(au—ua)9£0 by assumption and being

in Z we must have ax— xa = 0 for all x, which is impossible since it

fails to be true for x = u. Thus [U, U] — 0, and by Herstein [4] the

lemma is proved. Thus, by the use of Lemma 2, Theorem 1 follows

in the same way as it did in the case of characteristic 2. This settles

the question for characreristic 3. Thus Theorem 1 is established.

Application. In his paper [4], I. N. Herstein conjectures that if A

is a simple associative ring, then the proper subrings which are in-

variant under all automorphisms are contained in the center. He

expressed a hope that the method of Lie ideals should be the ap-

proach taken in order to settle this question. Here, we illustrate how

these methods do settle the question for a class of simple rings; this

leads to a result of Hattori [l] and further extends a result of

Iwahori [l ] on invariant subspaces in certain simple rings. It is hoped

that these methods can be extended to settle Herstein's conjecture

in the general case. The following proof is due to I. N. Herstein.

Let A be an algebra over a field F, then a subspace U of A is said

to be invariant if U is carried into itself by all inner automorphisms

of A. Hattori reported that Iwahori [l] has proved that if A is a

central simple algebra over a field F of characteristic 0, with descend-

ing chain conditions on left ideals, then the only invariant subspaces

of A are (0), F, A, and [A, A]. We prove a generalization of this.

Theorem 2. If A is a central simple algebra, not a division algebra,

over afield F^G.F. (2) with descending chain conditions on left ideals,

then the only invariant subspaces of A are (0), F, A, [A, A], and pos-

sibly subspaces containing [A, A], with the exception of the case in which

A is the 2X2 matrices over G.F. (2).

Proof. By the Wedderburn Theorem, A —Dn, D a division algebra.

Since A is not a division algebra, « must be greater than or equal to 2.

Let F be an invariant subspace of A and let u EA be such that u2 = 0.

Thus (l+u)(l-u) = l. Hence, if tET then (l+u)t(l-u)ET since

T is invariant. That is, t+ut—tu—utuET, which, since tET means

that

(I) ut — tu — utu G F.

If m EA is such that u2 = 0 and if a 9e 0 E F, center of A, then (au)2 = 0

and so since (I) holds for au, we have (au)t —t(au) — (au)t(au)ET.

However, since a^OEF and since F is a subspace, this gives

(ID ut — tu — aulu E T.
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Multiplying (I) by a and subtracting from (II), we obtain (I—a)

■(ut—tu)ET. Now, since F^G.F. (2), there exist a?¿0EFsuch that

09*1. Hence since F is a subspace, ut — tuET. By the Wedderburn

Theorem we know that A =Dn, the set of all «X» matrices over a

division ring D. The e</, for Í9íj, have the property that (e<j)2 = 0 and

so eat—teijET. If hED, (Sea)2 = 0, for ijéj, and therefore

(III) Seat - then E T.

Now t' = eijt—teijET, for Í9éj, and hence, for all SED, heat' —t'he^

ET. That is, 5ey¿(ei3í—ie,,) —(e<y/—<e,j)Sey,GF. By the Jacobi iden-

tity, we have {el7[(Se3i)í-í(5ey,)]-[ (5e3¿)<-¿(Se,¿)]ei;} = {/[e,7(ôey<)

— (Seji)eij] — [eij(8eji) — (8eji)eij]t}ET. However, by the above

eij[(àeji)t-t(deji)]-[(5eji)t-t(b'eji)]ei3}ET,   and   hence   t[ea(oejt)

- (b~Cji)eij} — [en(heh) -(ôe;f)e,y]iGF; that is:

(IV) tb(ea — eu) — o(e¡j — eu)t E T.

Since en, iy^j, and e¡¡ — e¿¿ constitute a basis of [.4, A ] over D, then

[F, [A, A]]ET by (III) and (IV); also [F, [A, A]]E[A, A]. If
FD [A, A], then the assertion of the theorem is correct and there is

nothing to prove; so suppose T ^[A, A]; it remains to show TEF.

By the above, TC\ [A, A ] is a proper Lie ideal of [A, A ], therefore by

Theorem 1, TC\[A, A]EF, except when A is the set of all 2X2

matrices over a field of characteristic 2, which we investigate later.

Thus, [F, [A, A]]ETi\[A,A]EF.Let W= {xEA\ [x, [A,A]]EF};
clearly TEW. As before, IF is a Lie ideal of A. Therefore, either

WEF or WD[A, A]. If 1FCF, then TEWEF. If, on the other
hand, WD[A, A], then [[A, A], [A, ^]]CF, and by Lemmas 1
and 3 of Herstein [4] we have [.4, .4]CF, and so A EF which is a

contradiction. This then completes the proof where A is not the set

of 2X2 matrices over a field of characteristic 2. Suppose therefore

that F is a field of characteristic 2, not G.F. (2), and that A is the set

of 2 X2 matrices over this field. Let

-CD-
with the condition that 7^0. Then by combining (I) and (II) in the
above argument

ei2aei2 = („ Jer

and thus enET. Let
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-O
then xei2x_1 = e2i£7', since T is invariant. Let

then yei2y~1=eii+eii+e2i-r-e22£rand therefore en+e22£rand, con-

sequently, [A, A]ET. Now, if 7 = 0 and ß^O then the same argu-

ment follows by using e2a instead. Thus, assume /3=y = 0, then

»-CD-
Now, if a = 8 for all aET then TEF; and the theorem is proved.

So assume that there exist a and 5 such that a ^5. Let

then

(a a + ô\

o    s   )ET

and since a+ô^O we are in the situation ß^O of above. This then

completes the proof.

Lemma 4. If A is a simple ring not a field and T is a subring of A

which contains [A, A], then T=A.

Proof. T is a Lie ring of A since [7, A ] C [A, A ] C T. Thus T is

both a subring and a Lie ring of A. If A is not both of characteristic

2 and 4 dimensional over its center, a field of characteristic 2, then

T=A (cf. Herstein [2]). Thus, the theorem remains to be proved

in the case where A is of characteristic 2 and 4 dimensional over its

center F, a field of characteristic 2. If A is the set of 2 X2 matrices

over F then since TZ) [.4, ¿4 ], T contains ei2 and e2i. However, T is a

subring and therefore T also contains ei2e2i=en and e2iei2 = e22. Thus

T=A. Lastly, let A be a 4 dimensional division algebra of character-

istic 2. Let h,kET and aEA, then h(t2a) — (t2a)h£ [A, A ]CT. How-
ever, ti(t2a) — (t2a)ti = (tit2—t2ti)a+t2(tia—ati)ET. Since ah—ha

E[A, A]ET, and since hET it follows that t2(ha— ah)ET, so we

have (ht2— t2h)aET. Hence either ht»—hti=0 for all h, kET or

A = T. If [r, T] = 0, then [[A, A], [A, A]]=0 and as in Herstein
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[4], we have AEF, which is a contradiction. Thus, the lemma is

proved.

We are also able to prove Hattori's theorem [l] about invariant

subalgebras.

Theorem 3. Let A be a central simple, finite dimensional algebra

over a field F. If T is a subalgebra invariant under every inner auto-

morphism of A, then either T=A or TEF, except in the case in which

A is a total matrix ring of degree 2 over G.F. (2).

Proof. If A is a division algebra, then T is a division subalgebra

and so the theorem follows from the Cartan-Hua-Brauer Theorem.

If A is not a division algebra then by Theorem 2 either TZ) [A, A] or

TEF. By Lemma 4, iî TZ)[A, A] then T=A.
The counter example in the case where A is a total matrix ring of

degree 2 over G.F. (2) is given in Hattori [l].

Added in revision. In a forthcoming paper S. A. Amitsur, inde-

pendently, obtains these results.
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